
Certified Technical Operator (CTO) TM 

The focus has decidedly changed with the reality, and industry 

wide acceptance of modern Software Defined Radio (SDR)     

resources. Training on how to use 

obsolete hardware-based systems, 

as a  method of certifying so-call          

operators fails to achieve the       

necessary competency skills that  

are absolutely required by the   

modern spectrum warrior. Training 

and certification that fails to address    

real-world signal-level analytics,     

geo-location heat mapping, remote 

spectrum surveillance and monitoring, burst detection,          

advanced report generation, time differential signal analysis, 

and multiple radio operation, are simply not up to any         

measurable technical standard. 

Advanced training relative to global wide area, dimensional       

geo-location heat mapping is now an essential technical security 

best practice. 

The modern Ambient RF Spectrum Environment (ARFSE) TM as 

defined under the TSB 2000 (Technical) Standard TM must be an 

integral component of any professional training program. This is 

only possible within a software defined radio environment. 

Training and certification must focus on analytics and not simply 

hardware operation.  

Generational Software Methodology 

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is designed for the 

modern spectrum warrior and progressive, next generation  

technical operators who are willing to embrace the new reality 

of a modern threat environment. Failing to do so sets the      

operator up for failure and in turn fails to meet the standard of 

due-diligence expected by the end-user. The Kestrel TSCM ® 

Professional Software continues to advance and adapt every day 

well-beyond the capabilities of many competitive resources that  

focus on obsolete techniques and equipment designs. Training is 

often restricted to the equipment limitations, and rarely focuses 

on the realities of the modern ambient spectrum environment 

or threat actor capability, unlike the Kestrel ® methodology. 

Kestrel ® instructors identify the limitations 

and teach real world countermeasures... 

Advanced professional development training minimizes the 

need for technical support and ensures that the operator      

approaches operational deployment efficiently and with the 

best possible opportunity to maximize real-world Probability of 

Detection (POD). 

Ultimate Training Experience 

The ultimate training experience includes an extended stay       

at our Resident Training Centre (RTC) TM facility in Canada and   

includes basic, intermediate and advanced training across a      

14-day, Technical Security Specialist (TSS) TM designate           

certification program. Training includes 120-hours of instructor 

led classroom-based training, including our embedded Certified 

Technical Operator (CTO) TM program. 

Best Value Training Experience 

Our non-resident training programs bring value for small groups 

of mixed participants or private closed door training sessions. 

Training can be delivered at a third-party venue such as a hotel 

conference center, meeting space or as a closed door session  

on-site the clients own secure facility. Training is a little more 

limited that resident-based training, however, instructor led 

training ensures participants receive adequate instruction. 

Essential Skills Training Experience 

Essential skills training can be accomplished via a virtual       

classroom environment, delivered as an instructor led program, 

consisting of short interactive technical support briefings, or as  

a full 5-day WebEx delivered, Certified Technical Operator   

(CTO) TM  program. 

Professional Law-Enforcement, Government, and Military 

The vast majority of our client base, include law-enforcement,       

government, and military entities. Training can  be delivered     

at  a commercial or government level, consistent with specific     

deployment requirements. An example, is the ability to maintain 

multiple levels of certification, such as our commercial Certified 

Technical Operator (CTO) TM and public sector, Certified         

Government  Technical Operator (CGTO) program. 
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Remember, in a Moving Target Threat Model the   

Technical Operator is the Spectrum Analyzer... 
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Kestrel Central Visualizer | Remote Radio Management 

At long last, our Kestrel Central Visualizer (KCV) TM | Remote 

Radio Management (RRM) TM also referred to as KCV-RRM TM     

is now implemented and alive in an initial Beta testing phase. 

Connected Satellite resources (radios), display and are identify 

within the Analyzer Control  group with the pre-fix “KS” and  

display as a blue background. 

Our first look at this innovative technology, allows the operator 

to access remote network based resources (radios) as if they 

were locally connected to the host computer quickly and easily. 

The operator simply adds the Satellite (network IP address) to 

the Network Addresses menu option with the main Acquisition 

Menu of the application. 

Our KCV-RRM TM implementation is based on a Master and    

Satellite relationship, with the Master supported on any   

properly licensed instance of the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional 

Software, that is running the KCV-RRM TM option, and initial  

support is available for the Windows 10 OS platform, with plans 

to support the Linux OS shortly after the official release. 

The Satellite (Remote) can be quickly configured in a listening 

(watch) mode, allowing any properly configured Master instance 

of Kestrel ® to securely access any Satellite connected resources 

as standard band tabs at the application level. 

The KCV-RRM TM feature is a highly-complex resource that     

extends the reach of the technical operator across a private or 

public network. Our next generation of this powerful feature  

will see the addition of Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) in   

additional to many other new features and capabilities. The  

ability to setup a local area network with any number of radio 

resources is realized for facility level deployment. 

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is innovative industry leading, disruptive technology, sold in 54 countries worldwide! 

The complexity of deploying the KCV-RRM TM feature is buried 

deep within the software, exposing only minimal operator setup 

and deployment controls. Like most of the software features, 

the KCV-RRM TM capability is expertly and fully integrated within 

the existing control and display infrastructure. The use and reuse 

of all existing controls and spectrum displays allows the operator 

to deploy the feature with minimal new training or experience. 
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